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Introduction
Once again, this paper proved generally accessible to candidates across the ability range. The
additional 15 minutes, as in January, had a marked influence in both in terms of the quality of
responses (more thinking time) and seemed (based partly on anecdotal evidence and statistics
from Epen), to reduce the number of non-completed scripts. As in previous series Question 2
(‘Coasts’) and Question 4 (‘Rebranding’) were by far the most popular and Question 3 (‘Unequal
Spaces’) the least.
The total entry for this summer series 6GE02 was approximately 11,000 candidates. Generally
performance was good (as noted already improved from 2009 series) with very few examples of
candidates committing rubric offences, e.g. two questions from either Q1+Q2, or using the wrong
resource to answer a question. There were some outstanding pieces of work at the top end with
a number of candidates getting 70/70 raw marks. These centres and their candidates are to be
applauded.
It is still pleasing to note that one notable area of improvement is the quality of responses
associated with the 15 mark fieldwork and research questions. Centres seem to be gaining a
better understanding on the demands of this part of the exam. It was evident that many schools
are using past papers, mark schemes and other assessment-focused resources to help prepare
candidates. Many centres have also embraced the notion of more contemporary approaches to
fieldwork and are less focused on quantitative measurements which can be difficult to implement
for inequality and rebranding. They have also considered more carefully the role of ‘research’,
with some candidates explaining how it is a necessary pre-cursor (to ‘profile’ and area) before
embarking on the actual fieldwork itself.
As part of examination preparation, it is very important that candidates appreciate the different
demands of the parts of the questions:
The part (a) or part (b) questions are essentially about responding to the resources which have
been provided. Rehearsing how to respond to photographs, data and maps is really important
prior to taking the exam (e.g. by using these resources as starters at the beginning of lessons),
allowing candidates to deal with patterns, trends and anomalies. It is also very important that
students establish whether the task is one of description or explanation. It is certainly not a
place to deliver detailed or wide-ranging case studies.
The fieldwork and research questions are an opportunity for candidates to showcase the
investigative work they have carried out or discussed. It is pleasing to see the range of
techniques attempted and the sources consulted in this work. Many candidates have an absolute
armoury of fieldwork options and research resources at their disposal. The strongest responses
were able to describe accurately the group or individual fieldwork they had done in real
locations. Weaker candidates became lost in case study information not focussing on the sources
from which this data had come. Lists of fieldwork techniques can only gain a limited amount of
marks and it is the use of these techniques in an investigation that the questions often require.
Unfortunately some candidates seemed to be caught-out by questions which asked them about
post-fieldwork, i.e. results and conclusions. Remember that questions may not always focus on
the planning and execution of fieldwork and research, but could also be focused on:
(i) A description of the methods used to present and analyse the data and;(ii) A description of the
results, conclusions and how the work was evaluated
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The final group of exam questions are those in which candidates are encouraged to use a range
of examples or case study information to support their responses. By now they and their teachers
should be aware that such questions may be part (b) or part (c) items. Choosing the most
appropriate case study or examples is very important and can in itself lead to success or failure.
There are often options in terms of MDC or LDC, rural or urban, economic and environmental.
These questions often ask for examples which can mean types or named places. Often key words
occur in these questions like (in this case) strategies, spectrum, marginalised, and catalyst. Such
technical terms are important and almost always will come directly from the specification.
Please refer to previous Principal Examiners’ reports on suggestions for improving candidate
performance. Centres are also advised to make full use of the new Unit 2 presentations that are
now available on the Edexcel website.
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Question 1a
One of the most accessible questions on the paper for many candidates and candidates who were
adequately prepared did well. Mostly responses dealt with both distribution and details, although
some drifted into case study mode (“all I know about hurricane Katrina”). Those who chose to
write about floods or drought generally scored lower as they seemed to find it more difficult to
add specific detail regarding either the characteristics or distribution. There were a few rubric
errors with candidates unfortunately describing tsunamis and earthquakes.

Examiner Comments
A well structured and clear response which tries to deal with
both distribution and characteristics.
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Examiner Tip
Perhaps a little more detail on characteristics
whould ensure max marks.
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Question 1b
Most candidates were able to understand the demands of the question and therefore it proved
to be a good discriminator. The weaker answers tended to discuss a limited range of points and
found it more difficult to highlight disadvantages of the automated log of which there were many.
There was also a tendency at the bottom end to write separate accounts of the advantages and
disadvantages for each method and in general lacking any overview. The stronger answers often
integrated either a comparison of the methods or of the advantages or disadvantages, making
good use of connectives. Some candidates also provided justified reasoning at the end saying “A
was better than B because….....”
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Examiner Comments
A very workman-like approach, but covers a range of ideas in some detail easily
getting to the top band. Good use of terminology, e.g. "subjective". Cleraly
structured.
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Question 1c
On the whole, there was a better use of research techniques than fieldwork. Fieldwork answers
often did not go beyond the use of a digital camera and candidates often neglected to develop
points on how the use of a digital camera could assist fieldwork. A proportion of candidates
missed the fact that the question was requiring both technology and equipment. Equipment was
liberally interpreted as anything from questionnaires to tape measures and metre-sticks.
Research answers demonstrated a good knowledge and understanding of GIS in particular,
with the strongest answers often going into significant detail e.g. regarding the use layers
and the plotting of images and other information onto a GIS generated mark. One examiner
reported, however, a new phenomena - ‘the Googleisation of Geography’ – it is the answer to all
geographers’ prayers according to many candidates. The apparent lack of technology employed
in some fieldwork situations meant that some students found it more difficult to complete this
question, whereas some schools are clearly using more sophisticated equipment for fieldwork and
this clearly helped candidates in their answers.

Examiner Comments
Good range of technology discussed, plus fieldwork, plus some
research providing a balanced response.
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Examiner Tip
A little more range depth of detail and more place sepcific
information (where their fieldwork was actually carried out)
may have secured a slightly higer mark.
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Question 2a

Answers tended to focus on geology / lithology / waves although some of the best answers
developed some detail on the impact of concordant/discordant coastlines. Weaker answers
tended to reflect a narrow range of features e.g. cliffs only.
There was however, a worrying number of candidates who did not really know what a human
factor actually was. This was OK if they were able to link human activity to the physical
attributes of an area. Many thought that coastal management techniques were physical factors.
One examiner reported that he had two answers that linked physical factors to “Dumbledoor”
in Dorset- did they mean Durdle Door? Clearly a knowledge of some place details is going to
be important to access the L2 and L3 in this question, especially when discussing such classic
geography locations.
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Examiner Comments
A wide range of clearly expressed ideas which are well structured. Reference to
particular places adds the finishing touches in terms of quality.

Examiner Comments
A different style of answer, which discusses at length coastal
ecosystems, but factors are also embedded within the response.
There is also good factual place information to support the
coherent response.

Examiner Tip
Make the physical factors a bit more obvious.
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Question 2b
The mark scheme very accurately described how the candidates dealt with this question. The
ablest commented on techniques very effectively many were able to use their knowledge and
understanding to achieve level 3. There were a substantial number who wrote separate accounts
of the advantages and disadvantages for each method / approach and lacked the overview
characteristic of the best answers.
It was worrying however, that a number of candidates failed to use the resource at all and many
evaluated coastal defences, thus capping themselves to the Top of L1 in the mark scheme. There
answers were case-studies only. It is clearly very important to read the stem of the question and
to accurately interpret the information within the resource.
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Examiner Comments
A clear and accurate response, well focused on the demands of the question. Comments on
both advantages and disadvantages of both approaches. Well balanced with a good style.
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Question 2c
As in 1c the emphasis in this question was on how to investigate rather than what was found
out. Those candidates who focussed on the term ‘technology’ in any appropriate context, were
rewarded well. Many went beyond the examples suggested in the question, e.g. GIS, internet,
etc, and showed knowledge of fieldwork equipment, data loggers and processing, media use and
hi-tech GPS. The strongest answers often included a high level of detail / realism on specific
coastlines and were able to demonstrate how the technology and equipment have helped them
both in the field and in their background research.
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Examiner Comments
Well structured, good use of a range of technology and
equipment; does do research also. Terminology coherent. Tries
to focus on the question and avoids waffle.

Examiner Tip
Can be a little generic in places, and some equipment / technology is
not well enough linked to coastal erosion + increasing risks.
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Examiner Comments
Fieldwork and research discussed are well linked to question. Good use of place-specific examples
adds depth and detail. Tries to focus on the erosion aspects so the response is focused.
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Question 3a
The data in this question was often well used and candidates identified the differing patterns
of transport use in each type of location. What was perhaps more challenging were the reasons
behind these differences, although many candidates provided valid ideas which were well
rewarded. Weaker candidates produced very simplistic and stereotypical responses.
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Examiner Comments
A successful mix of data from the resource, plus well-thought out reasoning to provide a
clear and coherent response. Clear use of own knowledge and understanding of the topic.
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Question 3b
This was again a very direct question though many candidates did not develop various aspects of
quality of life. There was plenty of scope to deliver detailed knowledge as responses could be
rural and/or urban, LDC and or MDC. The key idea was to describe a variation and then explain
it. Neighbouring areas of UK cities or contrasts with third world counterparts were common
examples used.
Unfortunately many answers were just descriptions of areas suffering from deprivation. The best
ideas briefly considered the reasons for inequality; there were some very high quality answers
showing a mature depth of understanding in relation to socio-political reasons rather than just a
reiteration of the cycle of deprivation.
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Examiner Comments
A generally very competent response that mixes good use of own
knowldge and undertsanding of topic with real places. Some
range of reasons provided.

Examiner Tip
May have been a good idea to 'unlock' a bit more about quality of life
at the start of the answer - this would have provided more structure.
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Question 3c
The key idea here was evaluating a scheme or schemes which had been designed to tackle urban
inequality or deprivation. There were good examples of how urban areas were and are being
transformed. Fieldwork in city districts like Birmingham CBD, large sporting developments as
well as local towns, was well used as was valuable web-based research into these schemes.
Some candidates, however, thought this was simply a case study question and provided no link to
any fieldwork or research they had done.
In a change from previous series (but similar to the Sample Assessment Materials) the emphasis
of this question was to both describe the results of an investigation as well as how it was done.
Those candidates who focussed on their results and conclusions about the value of schemes were
rewarded well.
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Examiner Comments
Real places described add depth and detail to the response. Also
there is reference to a real scheme (links to the question).

Examiner Tip
Perhaps a bit more description on particular research sources would
have improved the response. Also more information about the
outcomes of their primary fieldwork results for the top of L4.
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Question 4a
The data here was simple enough to read though many candidates were content to pick out
three places and record their % of deprivation. Disappointingly, the idea of ‘need’ was not well
developed and stereotypical reasons for this situation were suggested. Few candidates used
any knowledge of these places effectively – e.g. Northern cities - or commented on the data’s
provenance – e.g. its date, and based on household deprivation only. On some rarer occasions
candidates decided that they were going to discuss how the areas could be rebranded based and
completely disregarded on the figures shown. This style of response, regrettably, had very little
to do with the original question set.
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Examiner Comments
A very clear response with excellent use of resource to suggest valid ideas
linking togther both the deprivation data and the need to rebrand. Evidence of
own knowledge and understanding of ideas, e.g. example of Cardiff. Response is
also very well structured.
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Question 4b
Many candidates did not really explore the idea of deprivation (i.e. economic, social and
environmental) but simply referred to few jobs, poor transport. However the use of Cornwall as a
rural case study allowed many to gain high marks, as it enabled them to show their knowledge of
a range of problems there and go on to explain a number of schemes which have helped rebrand
the region. Not picking up on the RURAL aspect was a crucial error by some. Other weaknesses
included sweeping LDC generalisations and the need for development, along with made-up facts
and figures for spurious rebranding locations.
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Examiner Comments
A very well structured and clear response which shows a meaningful insight
into the topic area. Successfully discusses the idea that deprivation may lead
to a need to rebrand and answer maintains focus throughout.

Examiner Tip
Perhaps use an additional locality as a case study to provide
contrast, e.g. where rural rebranding has been less successful.
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Question 4c
4c generates similar comments to 3c. Whilst there were some excellent examples of well
focused work at the top end, too many candidates were writing their answers merely as a case
study with no reference to own (or group) fieldwork and research. The 15 mark questions on this
paper are always going to be based on some aspect of fieldwork and research – candidates need
to be fully aware of this before the exam.
Centres are reminded that 6GE02 tries to examine the whole of the fieldwork and research
process from the initial planning phases to reaching conclusions and evaluation. Part of this
paper is in effect a replacement for coursework. Meaningful follow-up (which can be groupwork) to aspects of the field visit is necessary.
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Examiner Comments
This is generally a well produced answer with clear use of both own fieldwork and
research as well a discussion of findings. There is also good use of data. Stratford
is going to be difficult to assess the success since the event has not hapenned yet,
but nonetheless there is plenty of evidence of schemes.

Examiner Tip
There needs to be more a bit more description of the research
sources. One obvious one is the output area data from
National statistics.
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Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw Mark Boundaries

70

51

47

44

41

38

Uniform Mark Scale Boundaries

80

64

56

48

40

32
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